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Abstract
Climate change significantly influences characteristics of rainfall events including

rainfall depth, rainfall duration, inter-event time and temporal patterns that directly

affect water resources management, flood defence and hydraulic structure design.

In this study, a framework is proposed to analyse daily-scale rainfall event charac-

teristics based on global climate model (GCM) simulations. This framework

includes bias correction of raw GCM-simulated rainfall series, selection of good-

performing bias-corrected GCMs based on the mean absolute percentage error

(MAPE) and evaluation of selected GCMs' skills in simulating rainfall event char-

acteristics and finally assessment of changes in rainfall event characteristics in the

future. In this study, 17 GCMs, four representative concentration pathways

(i.e., RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5) and two future periods

(i.e., 2041–2070 and 2071–2100) are considered. After bias correction of the

GCMs using the monthly-scale double gamma distribution, 9 out of 17 GCMs with

MAPE values smaller than 20% in the historical period 1971–2000 are selected. In

general, these selected GCMs well capture the rainfall characteristics of different

rainfall event classes. The multi-model ensembles suggest that compared to the his-

torical period, the frequency of rainfall events with an extreme depth, short dura-

tion and long inter-event time will increase in the two future periods and the

change in 2071–2100 is generally larger than that in 2041–2070, indicating that

more extreme climate conditions may occur in Qu River basin in the future. More-

over, the temporal patterns of heavy rainfall events will become more non-uniform

with more concentrated peak rainfall. The frequency of the delayed rainfall type

(i.e., peaks occurring at the end of the rainfall event) will increase in the future,

which can probably cause more severe floods and is very detrimental to flood

defence in this study area.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Global warming causes the atmosphere to have a larger
moisture holding capacity. It is anticipated that average rain-
fall and extreme rainfall will increase at a rate of 1–3 and
7%/�C, respectively, implying potential changes in charac-
teristics of rainfall events and exacerbating disasters in the
future (Lenderink and van Meijgaard, 2010; IPCC, 2014;
Bao et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017). Due to the implications
for soil moisture storage, ecological habitat, hazard assess-
ment and flood prevention, investigating the potential
changes of characteristics of rainfall events under climate
change has become very essential (Easterling et al., 2000;
He et al., 2012; Tarasova et al., 2018).

There are two definitions of rainfall events (Abiodun
et al., 2016; Jiang et al., 2016; Ma et al., 2015; Gao et al.,
2018b). In the first definition, single daily rainfall is consid-
ered as some kind of rainfall event when its amount exceeds
a certain threshold (Rahmani et al., 2016) or within a certain
range of magnitude/quantiles (Lau and Wu, 2007; Ma et al.,
2015; Tang et al., 2019). Its characteristics are usually
described by frequency (the number of occurrences of rain-
fall events), amount (accumulated rainfall of rainfall events)
and average intensity (amount divided by frequency) over a
certain period (Mondal and Mujumdar, 2015). In the second
definition, one independent rainfall event is defined as one
or more continuous wet days separated by dry spells
(Wu et al., 2018b), characterized by the total amount of one
rainfall event (rainfall depth), the lasting period (rainfall
duration), period between two adjacent rainfall events (inter-
event time) and the temporal distribution of rainfall within a
rainfall event (temporal pattern) (She et al., 2015). So far,
the majority of studies have used the first definition of rain-
fall events (Goswami et al., 2006; Bartholy and Pongracz,
2007; Sun et al., 2016; Armal et al., 2018) and found that
both intensity and frequency of heavy and extreme rainfall
events increased in the past, leading to an increased number
of floods in many regions (Brunetti, 2004; Ma et al., 2015;
Mondal and Mujumdar, 2015). However, compared to flash
floods caused by the first type of extreme rainfall events,
She et al. (2015) and Svoboda et al. (2017) pointed out that
the second type of extreme rainfall events may induce more
severe flood disasters due to the duration of the rainfall
event. The characteristics of rainfall events under the second
definition (hereafter rainfall event characteristics) have pro-
found effects on the shape of the resulting hydrograph, soil
moisture dynamics and water storage allocation (Jiang et al.,
2016). Therefore, more research is needed on the future
changes of rainfall event characteristics under the second
definition of rainfall events.

Changes of rainfall event characteristics under changing
climate have been touched upon by a few studies. She et al.

(2015) investigated the variation and non-stationarity of
characteristics of event-based extreme precipitation (EEP) in
terms of frequency, intensity and volume in Hanjiang River
basin in China during 1960–2013. In their study, most sta-
tions show an increasing trend in EEP frequency, intensity
and volume. Wu et al. (2018b) analysed the trends of differ-
ent temporal rainfall patterns of EEP in terms of frequency,
depth and duration for 1961–2016 across China and found
that EEP becomes more frequent and more temporally con-
centrated over west China. Svoboda et al. (2017) evaluated
the ability of 23 regional climate models (RCM) in simulat-
ing characteristics of rainfall events such as rainfall depth,
rainfall duration and rainfall mean intensity for the period
1981–2000. Most studies have been conducted based on his-
torical data series. There are hardly any studies that explored
the potential changes of rainfall event characteristics in the
future. Yu et al. (2015) presented the first attempt to investi-
gate the future changes of storm intensity, storm duration
and inter-event time using RCMs, but did not examine the
changes of temporal patterns of rainfall events.

Climate change might have a significant influence on the
temporal patterns of rainfall events. Wasko and Sharma
(2015) and Fadhel et al. (2018) found that at higher tempera-
tures, the temporal rainfall patterns become less uniform
with more intense rainfall during peak times and reduced
rainfall during less intense times for hourly-scale storms.
Furthermore, Hettiarachchi et al. (2018) demonstrated that
temporal storm patterns and storm volumes are equally
important for the variability of flood peaks. Therefore, the
analysis of changes of rainfall patterns should not be
neglected when analysing changes of rainfall event charac-
teristics. However, relevant studies with a complete analysis
of changes of rainfall event characteristics in the future are
still very limited at present. Jiang et al. (2016) extended the
work of Yu et al. (2015) by investigating changes in tempo-
ral rainfall patterns using hourly-scale RCMs simulations as
well. Nevertheless, they found that RCMs fail to simulate
the magnitude of rainfall event characteristics due to the bias
between RCM simulations and observed data and thus they
suggested that RCM simulations should be bias-corrected
through downscaling methods before application. In addi-
tion, Jiang et al. (2016) also posed a question about how to
reduce the number of climate model inputs and choose the
most appropriate downscaled outputs, which is critical and
should be addressed for regional impact studies.

The above studies for temporal rainfall patterns were
mostly conducted based on hourly or sub-hourly measured
rainfall data. However, analyses based on daily rainfall are
also very valuable, particularly for areas where long and
sub-daily rainfall data series are not available. To our best
knowledge, although some studies exist on future changes of
rainfall depth, rainfall duration and dry spells, there are
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hardly any studies on future changes of daily-scale rainfall
patterns. Furthermore, the skills of global climate models
(GCMs) in simulating daily-scale rainfall event characteris-
tics have not been evaluated in depth. Therefore, to extend
the scope of existing studies, a complete and detailed anal-
ysis of changes in rainfall event characteristics in terms of
rainfall depth, rainfall duration, inter-event time and tempo-
ral rainfall patterns is conducted using daily-scale GCM
outputs. The aims of this study are to (a) bias-correct
GCM-simulated rainfall and address the question on how
to appropriately select bias-corrected GCM outputs for
regional impact studies, (b) evaluate the skills of the
selected GCMs in simulating daily-scale rainfall event
characteristics and (c) investigate the future changes in
daily-scale rainfall event characteristics. This study is dif-
ferent compared with existing studies, because (a) it is con-
ducted at a daily and catchment scale; (b) it applies and
validates the bias correction of GCM-simulated rainfall
before analysing the changes of rainfall event characteris-
tics; (c) it does not only classify rainfall events into differ-
ent classes for rainfall depth, rainfall duration and inter-
event time, but also groups the temporal patterns of rainfall
events into different rainfall types; (d) it studies the
changes of occurrence frequency of different rainfall event
classes and even the changes of temporal pattern of differ-
ent rainfall types in different rainfall event classes in detail,
which have not been done before.

The study area and data are described in section 2. The
methods including rainfall bias correction, GCM selection,
definition of independent rainfall events, GCMs' skill evalu-
ation and assessment of changes in rainfall event characteris-
tics are presented in section 3, followed by the results in

section 4 and discussion in section 5. Section 6 summarizes
the conclusions of this study.

2 | STUDY AREA AND DATA

2.1 | Study area

Rainfall event characteristics are analysed for Qu River basin,
which is located in the west of Zhejiang Province, east China
(Figure 1). Qu River basin lays between 28�–29�300N and
118�–119�E and is an upstream sub-basin of Qiantang River
basin, the longest river and largest river basin in Zhejiang Prov-
ince (Zhu et al., 2016). Its drainage area is about 5,536 km2.
Dominated by the Asian subtropical humid monsoon climate,
the multi-year average annual rainfall of this study area in the
period 1971–2000 is 1,875 mm with more than 50% of annual
rainfall occurring from April to July (Gao et al., 2018a). Due to
the uneven temporal distribution of rainfall, Qu River basin suf-
fered from serious floods (Pan et al., 2017). Therefore, under
climate change, it becomes even more crucial to investigate the
changes of rainfall event characteristics to support the develop-
ment of adaptation strategies in this area.

2.2 | Rainfall data

The observed daily rainfall data have been obtained from Zhe-
jiang Bureau of Hydrology. In total 14 rainfall stations are used
for historical analysis in the period 1971–2000. For analysis of
potential changes of rainfall event characteristics in the future,
daily rainfall data of 17 GCMs from the fifth phase of the
Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (https://cmip.
llnl.gov/cmip5/) are adopted for this study. These GCMs come

FIGURE 1 Location of study
area and rainfall stations [Colour figure
can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from different research institutes and have different spatial reso-
lutions. Detailed information on these GCMs is provided in
Table 1 (Fotso-Nguemo et al., 2018). The historical GCM sim-
ulations followed the historical greenhouse gas concentrations,
while the future climate projections were developed based on
four scenarios of representative concentration pathways (RCPs),
that is, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, which respec-
tively represent low, medium-low, medium-high and high emis-
sion levels based on possible future development strategies
(Clarke et al., 2015; Franta, 2018).

The potential change of rainfall event characteristics for each
GCM is investigated for the mid-future 2041–2070 (referred as
2050s) and the far-future 2071–2100 (referred as 2080s) under
four RCPs in comparison to the baseline period 1971–2000.
Since HadGEM2-ES only has future data until the year 2099
under the RCP6.0 scenario, the period 2070–2099 for this sce-
nario is selected as the far-future period, which hereafter is
referred to as the period 2071–2100 for convenience.

3 | METHODS

In this study, all analyses of rainfall event characteristics are
conducted at the catchment scale. The catchment average
observed rainfall is calculated using the Thiessen polygon
method (Rhynsburger, 1973) based on the 14 rainfall sta-
tions in Qu River basin. The catchment average simulated
rainfall of each GCM is calculated based on the grid cell
weights that are determined by the relative area of each grid
cell falling within the catchment area.

3.1 | Rainfall bias correction method

The distribution mapping (DM) method (Wood, 2002; Ines
and Hansen, 2006) was employed in this study to correct the
bias between observed and GCM-simulated rainfall by
matching the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of
GCM simulations with those of observed rainfall. Based on

TABLE 1 Information of 17 GCMs

GCM Institute, country Resolution (lon × lat)

BCC-CSM1-1 Beijing Climate Center, China
Meteorological Administration, China

~2.8125 × 2.7673�

BCC-CSM1-1-M ~1.125 × 1.121�

CCSM4 National Center for Atmospheric
Research

~1.25 × 0.942�

CESM1-CAM5 National Science Foundation, Department
of Energy, National Center for
Atmospheric Research

~1.25 × 0.942�

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 CSIRO in collaboration with Queensland
Climate Change Centre of Excellence,
Australia

~1.8750 × 1.864�

GFDL-CM3 Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration, America

~2.5000 × 2.0000�

GFDL-ESM2G ~2.5000 × 2.0225�

GFDL-ESM2M ~2.5000 × 2.0225�

HadGEM2-AO Met Office Hadley Centre, Fitzroy Road,
Exeter, Devon, EX1 3PB, UK

~1.8750 × 1.2500�

HadGEM2-ES

IPSL-CM5A-LR Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace, Paris,
France

~3.7500 × 1.8947�

IPSL-CM5A-MR ~2.5000 × 1.2676�

MIROC5 Atmosphere and Ocean Research
Institute, The University of Tokyo,
Chiba, Japan

~1.4063 × 1.4008�

MIROC-ESM Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science
and Technology, Kanagawa, Japan

~2.8125 × 2.7906�

MIROC-ESM-CHEM ~2.8125 × 2.7906�

MRI-CGCM3 Meteorological Research Institute,
Tsukuba, Japan

~1.1250 × 1.1215�

NorESM1-M Norwegian Climate Center, Norway ~2.5000 × 1.8947�
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the stationarity assumption, the correction procedure and its
parameterization for current climate conditions are also applied
for future climate conditions (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012).
To simultaneously capture the distribution of normal rainfall
and rainfall extremes (Olsson et al., 2015), a double-gamma dis-
tribution is adopted. In the double-gamma distribution, the
observed and GCM-simulated rainfall series are split into two
segments by a specified extreme percentile (this study uses the
95th percentile), that is, one segment represents rainfall series
below the percentile and the other represents rainfall series
above the percentile, and each segment is fitted with a single
gamma distribution (Räty et al., 2014). The double-gamma
CDFs of rainfall time series are constructed on a daily basis for
all days within a certain month m.

Moreover, to avoid the problem of an excessive number of
drizzle days existing in rainfall simulations in most GCMs
(Olsson et al., 2015; Svoboda et al., 2017), a GCM-specific
rainfall threshold on a monthly basis is determined to ensure
that the occurrence frequency of wet days of GCMs is consis-
tent with that of the observations. The determined threshold
values for each GCM historical run are also applied to the future
scenarios that enables the future runs to have a different wet day
frequency compared to the historical runs. In this study, 0.1 mm
is considered as a threshold of the observations to distinguish a
wet day from a dry day (Olsson et al., 2015; Sunyer et al.,
2017; Gudmundsson et al., 2012) and determines the frequency
of wet days. For consistency, rainfall amounts in observations
and simulations are all set to 0 mm when they are smaller than
the specific thresholds. Subsequently, the bias correction process
for historical and future GCM runs is expressed as below:

Phis,m,1 ið Þ
=F−1 F Phis,m ið Þ αhis,m,1,βhis,m,1

��� �
αobs,m,1,βobs,m,1
��� �

if Phis,m ið Þ<Phis,95th mð Þ,
ð1Þ

Phis,m,2 ið Þ
=F−1 F Phis,m ið Þ αhis,m,2,βhis,m,2

��� �
αobs,m,2,βobs,m,2
��� �

if Phis,m ið Þ≥Phis,95th mð Þ,
ð2Þ

Pfut,m,1 ið Þ
=F−1 F Pfut,m ið Þ αhis,m,1,βhis,m,1

��� �
αobs,m,1,βobs,m,1
��� �

if Pfut,m ið Þ<Phis,95th mð Þ,
ð3Þ

Pfut,m,2 ið Þ
=F−1 F Pfut,m ið Þ αhis,m,2,βhis,m,2

��� �
αobs,m,2,βobs,m,2
��� �

if Pfut,m ið Þ≥Phis,95th mð Þ,
ð4Þ

where Phis,m and Pfut,m represent the original GCM-
simulated historical and future rainfall in a certain month m;
Phis,95th(m) is the 95th percentile of the simulated historical
rainfall in month m; αobs,m,1, βobs,m,1 and αhis,m,1, βhis,m,1 are
the parameters of observed and GCM-simulated historical
rainfall distributions when rainfall is below the 95th per-
centile in month m, respectively, and αobs,m,2, βobs,m,2 and
αhis,m,2, βhis,m,2 are the corresponding parameters of rainfall
distributions when rainfall is above the 95th percentile;
Phis,m,1, Phis,m,2 and Pfut,m,1, Pfut,m,2 are the bias-corrected
GCM historical and future simulations for the two rainfall
segments, respectively.

3.2 | Evaluation of bias correction and
selection of GCMs

To evaluate the effectiveness of the bias correction method
and obtain information on the differences between observed
and simulated rainfall before and after bias correction, we
measure the differences between the observed and
(corrected) simulated empirical CDFs by using the mean
absolute percentage error (MAPE) indicator (Quej et al.,
2017; Shamshirband et al., 2015) as Equation (5),

MAPE=
1
n

Xn

i=1

Si−Oij j
Oi

, ð5Þ

where n = 99 is the number of 1% quantile intervals between
the 1 and 99% quantiles of rainfall, and Oi and Si are the ith
percentiles of the observed and simulated distribution,
respectively.

Compared with the previously used assessment indices,
like mean, standard deviation, skewness, magnitude of spe-
cific percentiles of the distribution and even frequency of
wet days (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2013; Teutschbein and
Seibert, 2012; Teng et al., 2015), MAPE is an overall evalu-
ation indicator which keeps track of many of the above rele-
vant properties of the distribution (Chen et al., 2017).
Through the MAPE indicator, we can get a clear picture of
the performance of GCMs and then select good-performing
GCMs from the 17 GCMs to further conduct the analysis of
rainfall event characteristics.

In order to make the overall evaluation and GCM selec-
tion more robust, a split-sample cross validation procedure
similar to the approach adopted by for instance Chen et al.
(2008) and Wang and Chen (2014) is used. First, the histori-
cal period 1971–2000 is split into two parts, that is, 20 years
for parameter calibration and 10 years for validation. This
procedure is mainly aimed to test the robustness of cali-
brated parameters being used to bias-correct rainfall of new
independent samples. In the first round, the first 20 years,
that is, 1971–1990 is the calibration period and 1991–2000
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is used for validation. In the second round, the last 20 years
1981–2000 is conversely used as the calibration period and
1971–1980 is the validation period. When the average
MAPE of bias-corrected GCM simulations in both validation
periods is smaller than 20%, the bias-corrected results of the
GCM are considered to be reliable and are selected for the
subsequent analysis.

3.3 | Definition of rainfall event and
characteristics

Identification of independent daily rainfall events is the
foundation of our analyses. The current commonly used
approaches include arbitrary separation (Huff, 1967), auto-
correlation (Wenzel Jr and Voorhees, 1981), rank correlation
(Bonta and Rao, 1988) and some procedures to determine
the minimum inter-event time (MIT; Lee and Kim, 2018) for
separating rainfall events. In this study, independent rainfall
events are identified with the definition that continuous wet
days (≥0.1 mm) (Liu et al., 2015) are separated by a specific
MIT of 1 day (Gao et al., 2018b). The same definition is
adopted to extract observed rainfall events and GCM-
simulated historical and future ones from the rainfall time
series. Extracted daily rainfall events can be described by
the following characteristics:

• Number of rainfall events: the total number of occur-
rences during the whole analysis period, that is, 30 years;

• Rainfall depth (mm): the total amount of rainfall in one
rainfall event;

• Rainfall duration (days): the lasting period of one rainfall
event;

• Inter-event time (i.e., dry spell [days]): the period
between two adjacent rainfall events;

• Temporal rainfall pattern: the temporal distribution of
dimensionless rainfall within one rainfall event.

3.4 | Evaluation of GCM skills in simulating
rainfall event characteristics

Based on extracted rainfall events, the skills of GCMs in
simulating rainfall event characteristics are assessed by com-
paring the above described event properties obtained from
historical GCM series with those from observed records

during 1971–2000. In this study, we mainly focus on com-
paring the occurrence frequencies of different rainfall event
classes. Different rainfall event classes are respectively clas-
sified for rainfall depth, rainfall duration and inter-event time
of rainfall events (Table 2). According to the percentile-
based method used by Allan and Soden (2008), rainfall
events can be classified into four classes based on the per-
centiles (i.e., <30th, [30th, 60th), [60th, 90th), ≥90th) of the
observed rainfall depth. However, for the observed series of
rainfall duration and inter-event time, rainfall events are
respectively grouped into short, medium, long and extreme
classes by specifying appropriate absolute values like Serra
et al. (2005) and Dash et al. (2011). Information on the clas-
sification of rainfall events can be seen in Table 2 and the
presented absolute values are used to classify observed rain-
fall events and historical and future GCM-simulated rainfall
events.

The evaluation of temporal rainfall patterns is conducted
concerning the shapes and occurrence frequencies of differ-
ent rainfall types. The rainfall distribution of each rainfall
event is first made dimensionless by dividing rainfall values
by its total depth. Then, the obtained dimensionless rainfall
hyetographs and corresponding dimensionless mass curves
(i.e., dimensionless cumulative rainfall depth) are catego-
rized into three types on the basis of peak locations:
advanced type (Type A), central-peaked type (Type C) and
delayed type (Type D; Gao et al., 2018b). The advanced
type indicates that a high rainfall intensity (i.e., peak) occurs
at the beginning of rainfall events. The central-peaked and
delayed types denote that the middle and end stages of rain-
fall events have the highest rainfall intensity, respectively.
Finally, the occurrence frequencies of the three rainfall types
in different rainfall event classes (see Table 2) are quantified
and compared between observations and GCM simulations.

3.5 | Future change of rainfall event
characteristics

To investigate the change in rainfall event characteristics,
the changes of occurrence frequency of different rainfall
event classes in the future are calculated with respect to
those of historical simulations for individual GCMs as in
Equation (6). The change of the ensemble mean is also com-
puted with Equation (6) by averaging the occurrence

TABLE 2 Different classes for
observed rainfall depth, rainfall duration
and inter-event time of rainfall events

Rainfall depth (mm) Rainfall duration (days) Inter-event time (days)

Light <4.6 Short ≤1 Short ≤1

Moderate [4.6, 25.2) Medium (1,3] Medium (1,3]

Heavy [25.2, 95.1) Long (3,8] Long (3,6]

Extreme [95.1, +∞) Extreme >8 Extreme >6
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frequencies of rainfall characteristics obtained from individ-
ual GCMs in the historical and future periods,

Change %ð Þ=Ffut−Fhis, ð6Þ

where Fhis and Ffut are the occurrence frequencies of rainfall
characteristics (%), such as rainfall depth, duration and IET,
in the historical period and future period, respectively.

For the temporal patterns of rainfall events, the change of
occurrence frequency of the three rainfall types in different
rainfall event classes is similarly examined and the shift of
temporal patterns of rainfall types is analysed in detail.

4 | RESULTS

4.1 | Selection of GCMs based on bias-
corrected rainfall evaluation

Table 3 shows the MAPEs for the simulated rainfall by
17 GCMs with respect to observations before and after bias
correction in the two validation periods. Since the calibration
periods are tested using their respective calibrated parame-
ters, the bias-corrected rainfall of GCMs can generally match
observations very well and their MAPEs are relatively small
(below 15%). For this reason, the results in the calibration
periods are not shown here. From Table 3, it can be seen that
in most cases the errors of GCMs have been significantly

reduced in both validation periods from large errors
(16.3–130.7%) before bias correction to smaller values
(10.9–54.0%) after bias correction except for CSIRO-
Mk3.6.0, GFDL-ESM2G and MRI-CGCM3. The perfor-
mance of the bias correction method varies for different cali-
brated parameters and among different GCMs. Considering
that better performing GCMs may to some extent provide
better simulations in rainfall event characteristics than worse
ones, nine GCMs are finally selected based on the error tol-
erance criterion that the average MAPE should be smaller
than 20% (section 3.2). The nine GCMs selected are, respec-
tively, BCC-CSM1-1, GFDL-ESM2G, HadGEM2-AO,
HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5A-MR,
MIROC-ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM and NorESM1-M,
which are numbered from 1 to 9 for convenience and are
marked in the first column in Table 3. The parameters
obtained from the whole historical period 1971–2000 are uti-
lized in this study to bias-correct future rainfall because they
contain most information and can guarantee a good rainfall
simulation in the historical period. Figure 2 indicates that the
selected nine GCMs perform quite well in simulating the
monthly mean rainfall, 90th percentile, standard deviation,
coefficient of variation, mean intensity of wet days and prob-
ability of wet days in each month after rainfall has been
bias-corrected using the calibrated parameters of the
1971–2000 period.

TABLE 3 MAPEs of simulated rainfall by 17 GCMs relative to observed rainfall before and after bias correction

GCMs

Validation period: 1991–2000 Validation period: 1971–1980 Average of the two validation periods

Before (%) After (%) Before (%) After (%) Before (%) After (%)

BCC-CSM1-1 (1) 37.9 14.6 32.7 13.2 35.3 13.9

BCC-CSM1-1-M 52.9 25.0 44.7 17.0 48.8 21.0

CCSM4 60.7 15.4 73.7 26.7 67.2 21.1

CESM1-CAM5 49.8 20.4 52.6 36.8 51.2 28.6

CSIRO-Mk3.6.0 36.5 43.7 31.3 41.8 33.9 42.8

GFDL-CM3 47.6 32.5 63.6 40.1 55.6 36.3

GFDL-ESM2G (2) 29.2 13.9 29.8 21.2 29.5 17.5

GFDL-ESM2M 28.1 11.4 31.3 54.0 29.7 32.7

HadGEM2-AO (3) 94.6 26.9 118.9 12.4 106.7 19.6

HadGEM2-ES (4) 128.8 13.3 130.7 11.9 129.8 12.6

IPSL-CM5A-LR (5) 23.1 11.8 28.4 21.7 25.7 16.7

IPSL-CM5A-MR (6) 20.2 14.8 21.1 13.8 20.6 14.3

MIROC5 72.6 20.7 98.4 39.5 85.5 30.1

MIROC-ESM (7) 44.8 11.2 47.0 10.9 45.9 11.1

MIROC-ESM-CHEM (8) 45.4 14.0 42.2 15.1 43.8 14.5

MRI-CGCM3 33.8 16.9 16.3 24.4 25.1 20.7

NorESM1-M (9) 68.7 13.8 71.4 16.6 70.1 15.2

Note. The bold indicates that the corresponding GCM is selected as its average MAPE value is smaller than 20%.
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4.2 | Performance of selected GCMs in
simulating rainfall event characteristics

4.2.1 | Model performance in simulating
rainfall characteristics

The total number of rainfall events and the occurrence fre-
quencies of different rainfall event classes of observed and
GCM-simulated rainfall events are compared in Figure 3.
The total number of rainfall events (Figure 3a) is under-
estimated by all selected GCMs and the relative differences
range from −23.5 to −0.9% with an ensemble mean of
−11.5%. Nevertheless, in Figure 3b–d, it can be seen that
GCM simulations generally can well capture the occurrence
frequencies of different rainfall event classes in depth-based,
duration-based and IET-based rainfall events. The absolute
differences between observed and GCM-simulated frequen-
cies in all rainfall event classes are within 10%. In depth-
based event classes, the extreme rainfall events are over-
estimated by all GCMs (3% higher on average compared to
the observations). Similarly, a larger ratio of extreme dura-
tion events is simulated by GCMs for duration-based rainfall
events, which is 2% larger on average than that in
corresponding observations. For IET-based events, the over-
estimations of GCMs of medium, long and extreme dry spell
events are obvious (about 1, 2 and 5% higher in ensemble
mean than observations, respectively) and the short dry spell
events are underestimated by 7% on average. The larger pro-
portion of extreme durations and long dry spells simulated

by GCMs is the reason why the simulated total number of
rainfall events is always less than that of observed rainfall
events.

4.2.2 | Model performance in simulating
temporal patterns of rainfall events

To analyse the temporal patterns of rainfall events, rainfall
events with a duration of 3 days are selected in this study.
The temporal patterns of 1- or 2-day rainfall events are less
interesting to analyse, since 1-day rainfall events have no
temporal patterns and 2-day rainfall events also have hardly
any temporal patterns. The temporal patterns of rainfall
events with a longer duration are very complex, and the
three common types of rainfall patterns (i.e., advanced type,
central-peaked type, delayed type) cannot completely gener-
alize these larger duration events and may cause large errors
(Wu et al., 2018a). Therefore, studying the temporal patterns
of 3-day events has its practical value due to the fact that it
has a relatively high frequency and its temporal rainfall pat-
terns are close to the common three types. Due to the fixed
duration, the analysis of rainfall patterns can only be con-
ducted for depth-based event classes. As mentioned in
section 3.4, the temporal patterns for different rainfall event
classes are classified into three rainfall types, which are
shown in Figure 4. Extreme rainfall events are excluded
because the number is very small, resulting in only one or
two rainfall types for each GCM. In general, individual

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

FIGURE 2 Observed and GCM-simulated (a) monthly mean rainfall, (b) 90th percentile of rainfall, (c) standard variation of rainfall,
(d) coefficient of variation of rainfall, (e) mean intensity of wet days and (f) probability of wet days in each month in the whole historical period
1971–2000 [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 3 (a) Number of rainfall events and occurrence frequencies of different (b) depth-based, (c) duration-based and (d) IET-based event
classes extracted from observed records and nine selected GCM-simulated rainfall time series. Note that in (a) the number above the first column
represents the total number of observed rainfall events and the remaining numbers are the relative errors of GCM simulations compared to
observations. (b)–(d) Indicate the proportions of different rainfall event classes. The abscissa “Mean” represents the ensemble mean of nine
selected GCMs [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 4 Mean mass curves of three rainfall types for depth-based event classes determined from observed records and nine selected GCM-
simulated rainfall time series. The symbols A, C and D represent the advanced type, central-peaked type and delayed type, respectively [Colour
figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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GCMs perform well in simulating the temporal patterns of
various rainfall types for all rainfall event classes, but with a
relatively large range of uncertainty for Type A and Type
D. The temporal patterns of Type C derived from GCMs are
quite close to each other and match the observed ones very
well. From light rainfall events to heavy rainfall events, the
temporal patterns of the three rainfall types are shifting from
flat and compact to thin and disperse, indicating that the
temporal pattern of each rainfall type is becoming more cen-
tralized (i.e., the proportion of the peaked part within one
rainfall pattern is becoming larger).

Figure 5 compares the occurrence frequencies of the
three rainfall types for light, moderate and heavy rainfall
events between observations and nine selected GCM simula-
tions. In different rainfall event classes, the frequency of
Type C is overestimated by almost all GCMs, particularly
for heavy rainfall events. The frequencies of Type A and
Type D are both slightly underestimated for light and moder-
ate rainfall events, while the frequency of Type A is signifi-
cantly underestimated and the frequency of Type D is
slightly overestimated for heavy rainfall events, in terms of
GCM ensemble mean. Similar to the observations, Type C
simulated by GCMs always has the largest contribution and
the frequency of Type D is slightly higher than that of Type
A in light and moderate rainfall events. However, for heavy
rainfall events GCMs simulate a slightly larger contribution
of Type D than Type A, which is different from the observa-
tions. Furthermore, the uncertainty of GCM simulations for
moderate rainfall events is the smallest when compared to
those of light and heavy rainfall events, which may be
closely related to its high occurrence frequency, accounting
for about 48% for 3-day rainfall events. The occurrence

frequencies of light and heavy rainfall events for 3-day rain-
fall events are 19 and 31%, respectively.

4.3 | Future changes of rainfall event
characteristics

4.3.1 | Projected changes of rainfall depth,
duration and inter-event time

The relative changes of the number of rainfall events under
four scenarios, that is, RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and
RCP8.5, for the mid-future 2041–2070 (2050s) and the far-
future 2071–2100 (2080s) are shown in Table 4. Individual
GCMs all present a moderate decrease in the future except
that GFDL-ESM2G and MIROC-ESM exhibit a small
increase under some scenarios. Different GCMs show differ-
ent changes, but the GCMs from the same institution have
similar results. For instance, the differences between
HadGEM2-AO and HadGEM2-ES, IPSL-CM5A-LR and
IPSL-CM5A-MR, and MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-
CHEM are much smaller when compared to GFDL-ESM2G.
In addition, GCMs with better historical performances show
relatively small changes (see Figure 3a). Considering the
ensemble means, the number of rainfall events in the future
are projected to decrease by −1.7 to −6.0% under four RCP
scenarios in the 2080s, which is larger than that in the 2050s
(−2.1 to −3.8%). The multi-model ensemble mean can
increase the skill, reliability and consistency of model pro-
jections to some extent compared to individual GCMs
(Takle et al., 2005; Weiland et al., 2012).

Although Table 4 indicates a decrease of the total number
of rainfall events, GCMs' ensemble mean projects that the
occurrence frequency of rainfall events with an extreme rain-
fall depth, short duration and long inter-event time will
increase in the future (Figure 6), which is consistent with the
findings of Jiang et al. (2016). In depth-based event classes,
the occurrence frequencies of light and extreme rainfall
events all increase, particularly for extreme rainfall events
having an increase of 0.4–2.0% in the 2050s and 1.3–2.1%
in the 2080s, while the frequencies of moderate and heavy
rainfall events under four RCPs respectively decrease with
−0.8 to −1.1% and −0.6 to −1.6% in the 2050s and −0.9 to
−1.4% and −0.1 to −2.0% in the 2080s. Future projected
duration-based rainfall events show a clear rise in short-
duration rainfall events with an increase of 0.6–1.2% in the
2050s and −0.3 to 1.3% in the 2080s, and a decline in long-
duration rainfall events with −0.4 to −1.5% in the 2050s and
−0.3 to −1.2% in the 2080s. For the majority of RCPs,
medium-duration rainfall events display a positive change
while extreme-duration rainfall events mainly exhibit a nega-
tive change in the future, but the changes are not very obvi-
ous. For the IET-based rainfall events, a more significant
consistent decrease can be seen for the short- and medium-

FIGURE 5 Occurrence frequency of three rainfall types for
depth-based event classes determined from observed records and nine
selected GCM-simulated rainfall time series. The symbols A, C and D
represent the advanced type, central-peaked type and delayed type,
respectively [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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TABLE 4 Future relative changes of number of rainfall events simulated by nine selected GCMs

GCMs

2041–2070 2071–2100

RCP2.6
(%)

RCP4.5
(%)

RCP6.0
(%)

RCP8.5
(%)

RCP2.6
(%)

RCP4.5
(%)

RCP6.0
(%)

RCP8.5
(%)

BCC-CSM1-1 −1.7 −2.9 −5.3 −7.5 −2.8 −3.5 −6.2 −3.8

GFDL-ESM2G 1.1 4.9 2.9 0.3 −4.2 −0.8 0.7 0.7

HadGEM2-AO −0.4 −4.6 0.1 −1.3 −1.8 −4.8 −3.6 −5.5

HadGEM2-ES −4.6 −4.6 −1.8 −3.8 −5.4 −8.1 −9.1 −8.6

IPSL-CM5A-LR −4.2 −7.4 −5.0 −7.9 −5.0 −6.9 −10.5 −13.3

IPSL-CM5A-MR −4.1 −3.6 −3.6 −8.9 −3.5 −3.6 −4.3 −10.8

MIROC-ESM −2.3 3.3 2.3 −0.6 1.3 1.3 −0.7 −3.8

MIROC-ESM-CHEM −2.1 −0.3 −2.5 −2.4 −1.0 −1.7 −0.3 −4.3

NorESM1-M −2.7 −3.5 −2.1 −3.3 −5.4 −5.9 −6.4 −5.2

Ensemble mean −2.3 −3.1 −2.1 −3.8 −1.7 −4.5 −3.9 −6.0

Note. Relative change (%) = (Nfut − Nhis)/Nhis × 100, Nfut and Nhis are the number of rainfall events in the future period and the historical period, respectively.

(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 6 Change of ensemble mean occurrence frequency of GCM-simulated (a) depth-based, (b) duration-based and (c) IET-based event
classes in the future compared to that in the baseline period. Four red colours from light to dark represent the results under RCP2.6, RCP4.5,
RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 scenarios in the mid-future 2050s, respectively, and four blue colours from light to dark are the corresponding results of four
RCP scenarios in the far-future 2080s [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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dry spell, respectively with a decrease of −0.1 to −2.2% and
−0.6 to −1.9% in the 2050s and a decrease of −0.9 to
−3.5% and −0.6 to −2.7% in the 2080s, while the long- and
extreme-dry spell, respectively, experience a considerable
increase of 0.6–1.7% and 1.0–2.4% in the 2050s and a sig-
nificant increase of 0.6–1.4% and 0.5–4.4% in the 2080s. In
general, the changes of occurrence frequency of different
rainfall event classes in the 2080s are larger than those in the
2050s, especially under scenario RCP8.5.

Figures 7–9 show the changes of occurrence frequency
of different classes in the depth-based, duration-based and
IET-based rainfall events for individual GCMs under four
RCPs in the two future periods, which can help understand
the uncertainty of future changes. From the figures, it can be
seen that GCMs are the largest uncertainty source in the fre-
quency changes of different rainfall event classes, followed
by RCPs and future periods. Since each GCM and RCP sce-
nario show distinct changes, it is difficult to summarize
changes for the two future periods. Therefore, we analyse
the future changes and uncertainty of rainfall event

characteristics by using the ratio of positive versus negative
changes in 36 cases (9 GCMs × 4 RCPs) as the likely
change trend and taking the total change range of GCMs and
RCPs as the uncertainty. For depth-based event classes,
light, moderate and heavy rainfall events all show a negative
change for 56, 78 and 75% of the cases in the 2050s, respec-
tively, and for 53, 75 and 61% of the cases in the 2080s,
respectively. However, more than 80% of the cases show
that extreme rainfall events will have a positive change in
the two future periods. The uncertainty of frequency changes
of all depth-based events is within −5.0 to 5.4% in the 2050s
and −6.6 to 8.5% in the 2080s. For duration-based rainfall
events, 72% of cases in the 2050s and 67% of cases in the
2080s show that short-duration events will increase in the
future, the uncertainty ranges are −2.4 to 4.0% in the 2050s
and −3.1 to 7.5% in the 2080s. The change trends of
medium-, long- and extreme- duration events are not very
clear because the positive and negative changes both account
for 50%. It is worth noticing that all the IET-based event
classes present a robust change trend. In almost all cases,

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 7 Change of occurrence frequency of GCM-simulated depth-based event classes in the future period compared to that in the baseline
period. Four red colours from light to dark represent the results under RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 scenarios in the mid-future 2050s,
respectively, and four blue colours from light to dark are the corresponding results of four RCP scenarios in the far-future 2080s [Colour figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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short- and medium-dry spell events exhibit a noticeable
decrease in occurrence frequency and long- and extreme-dry
spell events display a significant increase in both two future
periods. The uncertainty of the former two classes are −5.3
to 3.2% in the 2050s and −6.0 to 2.7% in the 2080s, and the
uncertainty of the latter two classes in the two future periods
are, respectively, −3.8 to 5.4% and −1.3 to 3.1%. In general,
the uncertainty in the 2080s is larger than in the 2050s.

4.3.2 | Projected changes of temporal patterns
of rainfall events

Figure 10 shows the multi-model ensemble mean of tempo-
ral patterns of three rainfall types for light, moderate and
heavy rainfall events under four RCPs in the future periods
2041–2070 and 2071–2100 compared to the historical
period 1971–2000. For light rainfall events, the rainfall pat-
terns of Type A are all becoming more decentralized under
four RCPs in the two future periods, which means that the
proportion of the largest rainfall part within one rainfall
event becomes smaller and rainfall shifts from the peaked
part to smaller parts. The rainfall patterns of Type D show a
similar change but with a smaller magnitude. There is no

obvious change in the temporal patterns of Type C. For
moderate rainfall events, no significant changes can be
found in the temporal patterns of rainfall types except that
the pattern of Type A becomes more decentralized in the
2080s and the pattern of Type D becomes more centralized
under RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 in the 2080s. For heavy rainfall
events, the temporal patterns of Type A, Type C and Type D
are all becoming more centralized under all RCPs in the
future, that is, the peaked part in a rainfall event is enhanced
and the smaller parts are reduced, indicating that the non-
uniformity of temporal rainfall patterns is increasing.

Compared to those from GCM historical simulations, the
mass curves of the three rainfall types from GCM future
simulations present slight variations for light rainfall events
(Figure S1, Supporting Information), moderate rainfall
events (Figure S2) and heavy rainfall events (Figure 11).
The mass curves of the three rainfall types for light rainfall
events are becoming more compact in the future, indicating
that the differences between different rainfall types are grad-
ually becoming smaller and the temporal rainfall patterns are
getting more uniform. On the contrary, the mass curves of
rainfall types for heavy rainfall events are becoming more
distinct. The uncertainty range of a particular rainfall type is

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 8 Same as Figure 7, but for duration-based event classes [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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dependent on its occurrence frequency. With the occurrence
frequency of one rainfall type increasing/decreasing in the
future, its uncertainty range will become narrower/wider.

For instance, the uncertainty of Type D for heavy rainfall
events is becoming smaller (Figure 11) with its higher occur-
rence frequency (see Table 5) and the uncertainty of Type A

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 9 Same as Figures 7 and 8, but for IET-based event classes [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

FIGURE 10 Ensemble mean of temporal patterns of GCM-simulated baseline and future rainfall events [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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is becoming larger with its smaller occurrence frequency in
the future.

For the 3-day rainfall events, GCMs show an increase in
the frequency of light and heavy rainfall events and a
decrease in the frequency of moderate rainfall events in the
future. For light rainfall events, rainfall Type A and D gener-
ally will occur less and Type C will occur more frequently.
However, for moderate and heavy rainfall events, a common
finding is that the frequencies of Type A and Type C all
decrease and the frequencies of Type D all increase in the
two future periods. With more heavy rainfall events and
more frequent rainfall Type D occurring in the future, it will
pose a greater challenge to flood defence in Qu River basin.

5 | DISCUSSION

In this study, the DM method was applied to correct the bias
of 17 GCM-simulated rainfall series. The DM approach with
the double gamma distribution was chosen because it can
effectively correct the bias of GCMs for the mean, standard
deviation and quantiles and performs significantly better
than other existing bias correction methods like the linear-
scaling (LS) approach, local intensity scaling (LOCI), power
transformation (PT), quantile mapping (QM) and the delta
change (DC) method, which has already been proven by
many studies (Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012; Fang et al.,
2015; Teng et al., 2015). Considering that the DM methods
have a general disadvantage that they cannot improve the
temporal patterns simulated by GCMs or RCMs

(Teutschbein and Seibert, 2012; Jiang et al., 2016), the cor-
rection procedure in this study was conducted on a monthly
basis, which to some extent can solve this problem. At least
the monthly pattern of the corrected rainfall can match that
of observations very well, which can be seen in Figure 2.
Due to the lack of approaches that can simultaneously bias-
correct the time series and distributions of rainfall, the
monthly-scale double gamma distribution is an effective
rainfall correction method (Olsson et al., 2015). So far, there
is no method that can correct the bias of GCMs or RCMs in
terms of rainfall events. Besides, the comprehensive indica-
tor MAPE adopted in this study provides a basis to select
the most suitable corrected GCMs for reliable rainfall event
characteristics analysis, as the MAPE used different percen-
tiles of the CDF of rainfall to compare the bias between
observations and simulations that can give us a clear insight
into how much bias GCMs still exist after being corrected
and which GCM performs better. This can further address
the question posed by Jiang et al. (2016). Since this study
focuses on all kinds of rainfall events rather than only
extreme rainfall events, the MAPE indicator takes percen-
tiles of the whole CDF of rainfall into consideration in this
study. For most studies that focus on extreme rainfall events,
the MAPE index can also be used by including more qua-
ntiles in the upper tail of the rainfall CDF and less quantiles
in the lower tail of the rainfall CDF.

The ensemble means of rainfall event characteristics from
nine GCM projections show that the frequency of rainfall
events with a short rainfall duration, long inter-event time
and extreme rainfall depth will probably increase in the

FIGURE 11 Mass curves of three rainfall types for heavy rainfall events determined from GCM-simulated baseline and future rainfall time
series. The range of rainfall patterns represents the uncertainty of nine selected GCMs. A: advanced type, C: central-peaked type, D: delayed type
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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future in Qu River basin, which indicates that more extreme
future climate conditions are likely to happen during the
21st century. The findings in this study are consistent with
previous studies (Li et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2015; Cai et al.,
2017; Chen and Sun, 2017). Rainfall events with a short
duration and extreme rainfall depth will induce more severe
floods and longer dry spells can lead to a higher risk of
droughts (Tian et al., 2018). With regard to the temporal pat-
terns of rainfall events, we only took the 3-day rainfall
events as an example to illustrate the impacts of climate
change in detail. To get a general understanding of the future
changes in temporal patterns of rainfall events with longer
durations (>3 days), we clustered the rainfall events with a
duration larger than 3 days into three rainfall types like the
patterns of 3-day rainfall events though the three common
rainfall types cannot completely summarize all the patterns
of longer-duration rainfall events. The overall changes of the
three rainfall types for different depth-based event classes
are shown in Figure S3 and the corresponding frequency
changes are presented in Table S1. The obtained results are
similar as the temporal patterns of 3-day rainfall events and
show that in the future (a) Type A and Type C will also
probably become more decentralized for light rainfall events,
(b) the temporal patterns of moderate rainfall events show
almost no change and (c) the temporal patterns of the three
rainfall types present a slightly enhanced concentration for
heavy and extreme rainfall events. However, a different
result is that Type D for light rainfall events becomes more
centralized. In addition, the frequency of Type D for moder-
ate and heavy rainfall events shows an increase. The tempo-
ral patterns of light rainfall events becoming more flat is
beneficial for soil moisture absorption and can increase the
soil moisture storage (Hong et al., 2007). However, with the
frequency of the delayed rainfall Type D increasing and its
resulting enhanced non-uniformity of temporal patterns in
the future, Qu River basin will possibly face more serious
flood defence challenges. Wilkinson (1975) and Dunkerley
(2012) also emphasized that extreme rainfall events with late
peaks may lead to more severe surface ponding, greater soil
erosion and larger peak flows compared with other rainfall
patterns. It should be noted that in this study, we do not con-
sider the uniform rainfall type (Type U) (i.e., rainfall inten-
sity keeps relatively constant within one rainfall event),
because Type U rarely occurs in this study area.

In this study, nine GCMs with relatively good perfor-
mances, four RCPs and two future periods are used to inves-
tigate the possible range of projected changes in rainfall
event characteristics. The results indicate that GCMs and
RCPs produce a large uncertainty range in rainfall character-
istics of different event-based classes while the uncertainty
of GCMs is generally larger than that of RCPs (see Fig-
ures 7–9), which corresponds with the previous findings ofT
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Kay et al. (2008), Chen et al. (2011) and Tian et al. (2016).
Moreover, the inconsistency and irregularity of the projected
changes produced by GCMs exactly highlight that using
only one GCM for impact analysis may lead to potentially
misleading conclusions (Sa'adi et al., 2017). Meanwhile, it
should also be kept in mind that some other uncertainty
sources, such as the bias correction method and its parame-
ters used to correct the future rainfall series, are not taken
into account in this study. In general, assuming that the bias
of GCMs does not change with time and applying the same
correction parameters for the historical and future conditions
also can cause uncertainty (Olsson et al., 2015). For exam-
ple, in this study, when we use the calibrated parameters of
1971–1990 to bias correct GCM simulations in the whole
historical period 1971–2000, the mean monthly rainfall in
1971–2000 is underestimated, while the mean monthly rain-
fall in 1971–2000 is overestimated using the parameters of
1981–2000 (see Figure S4), particularly for extremes. The
main reason is that rainfall in 1971–1990 is generally
smaller than that in 1981–2000. It indicates that using the
calibrated parameters from a relatively short rainfall period
to bias correct the GCM simulations of a long rainfall period
could result in errors in rainfall characteristics in the long
rainfall period. Therefore, the parameters of the whole
period 1971–2000 were finally utilized to bias-correct the
historical and future GCM simulations. This can at least
guarantee the accuracy of bias-corrected GCM rainfall for
historical conditions to some extent. However, from the cur-
rent assessment of the future changes of rainfall event char-
acteristics, extreme rainfall events show an increasing trend
in the future. Therefore, using the calibrated parameters of
the historical period 1971–2000 to bias correct the simulated
rainfall in the two future periods would probably underesti-
mate the future extreme rainfall events, which should be
given more attention. Different periods used for bias correc-
tion have an influence on GCMs' future simulated rainfall
event characteristics (Teng et al., 2015).

The analysis of rainfall event characteristics was con-
ducted at the catchment scale in this study, which to some
extent may average the rainfall characteristics. Svoboda
et al. (2017) presented a detailed comparison of area-average
and at-site event-based characteristics in terms of event
depth, event duration, event mean intensity, etc. The conclu-
sions are that area-average rainfall event characteristics are
generally lower than those for at-site observed characteristics
except that area-average event duration is longer for the
shortest events, and their differences generally grow as the
non-exceedance probability of rainfall characteristics
increases. Such conclusions are consistent with the findings
by other studies (Asquith and Famiglietti, 2000; Booij,
2002a; Allen and DeGaetano, 2005). Therefore, the underes-
timation of rainfall event characteristics at the catchment

scale, particularly for extreme characteristics, should be
taken into account when applying the outputs to regions
where the hydrological processes are sensitive to spatial var-
iability of rainfall (Booij, 2002b; Dong et al., 2005).

Furthermore, the changes of rainfall event characteristics
under climate change was analysed at the daily scale.
Extreme rainfall is projected to increase in this study, but
this increase is not very significant. For finer temporal reso-
lution, such as hourly rainfall, the changes may be more
obvious, particularly for extreme rainfall. Cooley and Chang
(2017) demonstrated that daily data is a bit weaker in trend
detection when compared with hourly data, and Utsumi
et al. (2011) also indicated that daily-scale extreme rainfall
is less sensitive to climate warming than sub-daily scale
extreme rainfall. In recent years, many studies have reported
that daily extreme rainfall intensity increases with atmo-
spheric warming at an approximate rate of 7%/�C based on
the Clausius–Clapeyron (CC) relation, while hourly extreme
rainfall intensity increases at about twice this rate (~14%)
when daily mean temperature exceeds 10–12�C (Lenderink
and van Meijgaard, 2008; Lenderink and van Meijgaard,
2010; Lenderink et al., 2011). The above scaling of daily or
hourly extreme rainfall with temperature is usually expressed
using a regression relationship between the extreme percen-
tiles (like 90th, 95th, 99th, 99.9th) of daily rainfall or daily
maximum hourly rainfall and daily mean temperature.
Extreme rainfall here refers to rainfall events under the first
definition as explained in section 1. For the rainfall events
under the second definition, only Panthou et al. (2014) stud-
ied the scaling of event-based hourly extreme rainfall depth
with surface temperature for different durations and found
that with longer durations, the scaling of extreme rainfall
depth will become less pronounced. Similarly, the change
trends of daily-scale event-based rainfall intensity will be
smaller than that of hourly-scale event-based rainfall inten-
sity. However, the number of relevant studies is still limited
and these scaling relationships need to be further verified.

Overall, the framework and methodology adopted in this
study can be applied to other catchments in China and
abroad. Climate change will have a significant impact on
rainfall event characteristics, and the potential impacts on
hydrological processes is the subject of our future work.

6 | CONCLUSION

In this study, a framework was constructed to analyse event-
based rainfall characteristics in terms of rainfall depth, rain-
fall duration, inter-event time and temporal patterns of rain-
fall events based on GCM-simulated daily-scale rainfall data
in Qu River basin, east China. The whole framework was
applied at the catchment scale. Firstly, the bias between
observed rainfall series and GCM simulations was corrected
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on a monthly basis using the double-gamma distribution
method. Secondly, the bias-corrected GCMs were consid-
ered as good performing when the average MAPE of the
two validation periods 1981–2000 and 1971–1980 was
smaller than 20%. Then, the skills of the selected GCMs in
simulating rainfall characteristics of different rainfall event
classes were evaluated, which can help us to understand
whether bias-corrected GCM simulations can well simulate
rainfall event characteristics. Lastly, the potential changes of
rainfall event characteristics under four RCP scenarios
(i.e., RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5) for the mid-
future 2041–2070 and the far-future 2071–2100 compared
to the baseline period 1971–2000 were assessed. The main
conclusions are summarized below:

1. The good-performing bias-corrected GCMs selected
based on the index MAPE can generally well capture
rainfall characteristics of different rainfall event classes,
including depth-based, duration-based and IET-based
(inter-event time based) event classes, indicating that the
monthly-scale double gamma distribution is an effective
rainfall bias correction method and MAPE is a compre-
hensive and robust indicator to choose appropriate
downscaled GCM simulations.

2. In terms of the ensemble means of nine selected GCMs,
the total number of rainfall events will decrease, but the
proportion of extreme rainfall events, short-duration
events and extreme dry spell events will increase in the
future in Qu River basin, implying that more intense
floods and even more droughts will probably happen in
the future in this study area. In general, the changes in
the far-future 2071–2100 are larger than those in the
mid-future 2041–2070.

3. For 3-day rainfall events, the occurrence frequency of
light and heavy rainfall events shows an upward trend in
the future. In addition, the temporal patterns of different
rainfall types for light rainfall events are becoming more
decentralized, while the temporal patterns of different
rainfall types for heavy rainfall events are becoming
more centralized in the future. The former is beneficial
for soil moisture storage, but the latter will cause more
severe floods particularly with the increasing frequency
of the delayed rainfall type (i.e., temporal patterns with
peaks located at the end of the rainfall event), posing a
great challenge to flood defence in Qu River basin.

This research work is beneficial for better understanding
of the possible changes of rainfall event characteristics in Qu
River basin and can benefit water resources managers and
decision makers to implement adaptive strategies for
droughts and floods under climate change. Furthermore, this
work guides attempts to conduct a comprehensive analysis

of rainfall characteristics on an event basis, which has a gen-
eral applicability and can be applied to other regions in the
world as well.
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